3i2         NOTES ON CHAPTER IX
Riches, (iii) Brothers, (iv) Parents, etc., etc.   See note E.   Here,
as in § 33, etc., the " best " houses are XI, X, etc.
 63.	This seems to imply that they rejected such innovations as
the lunar horoscope.   See note D.
 64.	See note M, and §§ 70 and 80, where the rule is repeated in a
slightly different form.
 65.	See note E.   In classical astrology the Sun and Mercury
are rather indifferent, and partake of the nature of the planets
they are associated with.   This is exemplified for Mercury in § 23.
 66.	See note I.
 67.	For the connection between the seventh house and " mar-
riage " see note E, and §§ 7, 32.
The Moon and Venus, being femalel and humid planets, are
said to be favourable to marriage; and so, to some extent, is
Jupiter (also humid). Mercury is generally considered indifferent.
See §31.
68.	See note Q (/).   The shadow as an instrument of magic is
not unknown, but its combination with the age of the Moon is
curious.
 69.	The same rule is given in § 38.   See note H.
 70.	See §§ 64 and 80, and notes L and M.  The numbers attached
to the planets are the dasas.
 71.	The statement seems to imply that about one-third of the
population die in foreign countries !   Possibly it is an echo of the
ancient rule which makes the planets in the apoklimata (cadent
houses) influence journeying.
 72.	(a) The application of astrology to journeys and voyages
receives special treatment in many Hindu works on astrology,
from the time of Varaha Mihira onwards.   In classical western
astrology the Sun, and, more particularly, the Moon in the
apoklimata (houses III, VI, IX, XI), and above all in the seventh
house, foretell frequent voyages.   In Marshall's notes the only
planet governing travel is said to be Venus (§ 17); but the malefic
planets (fy, <J, Q, Q) induce travel in certain positions; e.g. the
Sun in houses V, IX and XII; Rahu in III, VIII, X; Mars in I
and Saturn in XL   Also those born in II, VI, VIII or X wil
die in foreign countries.    The houses (or signs, for Marshal
makes no distinction) not concerned in travel are IV (szs) anc
VII (sar).   See §§ 12, 17, 23, 24, 27, 71.
(6) Most of these statements are applications of the theory
of aspects, and may be read thus :
1 In India both Venus and the Moon are, as deities, males.   $a
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